
MEMPHYS :A large sale water �erenkov detetor at Fréjus1 MEMPHYS detetor1.1 General onsiderationsThe 20 year long suessful operation of the Super-Kamiokande detetor has learlydemonstrated the apabilities and limitations of large water �erenkov detetors :
• This tehnique is by far the heapest and the most stable to instrument a very largedetetor mass, as prie is dominated by the photodetetors and their assoiatedeletronis (this prie growing like the outer surfae of the detetor), while theative mass, made of water, is essentially free exept for the puri�ation system
• These detetors are mainly limited in size by the �nite attenuation length of �erenkovlight, found to be 80 meters at λ = 400 nm in Super-Kamiokande, and by the pres-sure of water on the photomultipliers at the bottom of the tank, whih gives apratial limit of 80 m in height. At large depths, the maximal size of undergroundavities atually limits relevant dimensions to about 70 m.
• The detetion priniple onsists in measuring �erenkov rings produed by hargedpartiles going faster than light in water. This has several onsequenes :1. neutral partiles and harged partiles below �erenkov threshold are unde-tetable, so that some energy may be missing2. ompliated topologies are di�ult to handle, and in pratie only events withless than 3 to 5 rings are e�iently reonstruted3. ring topology, based on their degree of fuzziness, allows to separate betweeneletromagneti (e, γ) rings and (µ, π) rings4. the threshold in partile energy depends mainly on photoathode overage andalso on water purity (due to radioative bakgrounds, suh as radon). Super-Kamiokande has ahieved an energy threshold of 5 MeV with 40% athodeoverage5. due to points 1 and 2, water �erenkov detetors are not suited to measure highenergy neutrino interations, as more rings and more undetetable partilesare produed. A further limitation omes from the onfusion between singleeletron or gamma rings and high energy π0's giving 2 overlapping rings. Inpratie water �erenkov's stay exellent neutrino detetors for energies below1 (may be 2) GeV, when interations are mostly quasi-elasti and the 2 ringsfrom π0 well separated.
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Figure 1: Sketh of the MEMPHYS detetor under the Fréjus mountain (Europe).1.2 Detetor designThree detetor designs are being arried out worldwide, namely Hyper-Kamiokande [1℄in Japan, UNO [2℄ in the USA and the present projet MEMPHYS in Europe (Fig. 1)[3℄. All of them are rather mild extrapolations of Super-Kamiokande, and rely on theexpertise aquired after 20 years of operation of this detetor. Their main harateristisare summarized in table 1.These 3 projets aim at a �duial mass around half a megaton, taking into aountthe neessity to have a veto volume on the edge of the detetor, 1 to 2 meters thik, plusa minimal distane of about 2 meters between photodetetors and interation verties,leaving some spae for ring development. The main di�erenes between the 3 projets lie inthe geometry of the avities (tunnel shape for Hyper-Kamiokande, shafts for MEMPHYS,intermediate with 3 ubi modules for UNO), and the photoathode overage, similarto Super-Kamiokande for Hyper-Kamiokande and MEMPHYS, while UNO keeps thisoverage on only 1 ubi detetor, while the 2 others have only 10% overage for ostreasons. Another important parameter is the rok overburden, similar for UNO andMEMPHYS (4800 mwe), but smaller for Hyper-Kamiokande (1500 mwe), whih mightbe a limiting fator for low energy physis, due to spallation produts and fast neutronsprodued by osmi muons, more abundant by 2 orders of magnitude (see �gure 2).The basi unit for MEMPHYS onsists of a ylindrial detetor module 65 meters indiameter and 65 meters high, whih an be housed in a ylindrial avity with 70 meterdiameter and 80 meter height, as proven by the prestudy. This orresponds to a watermass of 215 kilotons, that is only 4 times the Super-Kamiokande detetor. Conservativelysubstrating 2 m for the outer veto plus 2 m for the �duial volume, this leaves us witha �duial mass of 146 kilotons per module. The baseline design uses 3 modules, givinga total �duial mass of 440 kilotons, like UNO, orresponding to fator 20 inrease overSuper-Kamiokande (4 modules would give 580 kiloton �duial mass). The modular aspetis atually mandatory for maintenane reasons, so that at least 2 of the 3 modules would beative at any time, giving 100% duty yle for supernova explosions. Furthermore, it wouldo�er the possibility to add Gadolinium in one of the modules, whih has been advoatedto improve di�use supernova neutrino detetion. We estimate an overall onstrutiontime of less than 10 years, and of ourse the �rst module ould start physis during theompletion of the two other modules. 2



Parameters UNO (USA) HyperK (Japan) MEMPHYS (Europe)Underground laboratoryloation Henderson / Homestake Tohibora Fréjusdepth (m.e.w.) 4500/4800 1500 4800Long Base Line (km) 1480 ÷ 2760 / 1280 ÷ 2530 290 130FermiLab÷BNL JAERI CERNDetetor dimensionstype 3 ubi ompartments 2 twin tunnels 3 ÷ 5 shafts5 ompartmentsdimensions 3 × (60 × 60 × 60)m3 2 × 5 × (φ = 43m × L = 50m) (3 ÷ 5) × (φ = 65m × H = 65m)�duial mass (kt) 440 550 440 ÷ 730Photodetetors type 20" PMT 13" H(A)PD 12" PMTnumber (internal detetor) 57,000 20,000 per ompartment 81,000 per shaft (Inner Vol.)surfae overage 40% (1/3) & 10% (2/3) 40% 30%Table 1: Some basi parameters of the three Water �erenkov detetor baseline designs. An option is to �ll one tank of MEMPHYSwith Gadolinium (0.2% Gd Cl3).
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Figure 2: Muon �ux as a funtion of overburden. The Frejus site is indiated by "LSM".1.3 PhotodetetionThe baseline photodetetor hoie is photomultipliers (PMT) as they have suessfulyequipped the previous generation of large water �erenkov detetors and many other typesof presently running detetors in HEP. The PMT density should be hosen to allowexellent sensitivity to a broad range of nuleon deays and neutrino physis while keepingthe instrumentation osts under ontrol.Our goal for MEMPHYS is to reah in the whole detetor the same energy thresholdas Super-Kamiokande, that is 5 MeV, important for solar neutrino studies, for the protondeay into K+ν using the 6 MeV tag from 15N desexitation, and also very useful for SNexplosions, sine the measurement of the νµ and ντ �uxes ould be ahieved using theneutral urrent exitation of Oxygen.Our �rst approah was to onsider 20" Hamamatsu tubes as used by Super-Kamiokande,but the ost for 40% overage beomes prohibitive, as these tubes are manually blownby speially trained people, whih makes them very expensive. Following a suggestionpresented at the NNN05 onferene by Photonis ompany, we have onsidered the pos-sibility of using instead 12" PMT's, whih an be automatially manufatured and havebetter harateristis ompared to 20" tubes : quantum e�ieny (24% vs 20%), olle-tion e�ieny (70% vs 60%), risetime (5 ns vs 10 ns), jitter (2.4 ns vs 5.5 ns). Basedon these numbers, 30% overage with 12" PMT's would give the same number of photo-eletrons per MeV as a 40% overage with 20" tubes. Taking into aount the ratio ofphotoathodes (615 m2 vs 1660 m2), this implies that going from 20" tubes to twie asmany 12" tubes will give the same deteted light, with a bonus on time resolution andon pixel loations. If the dark urrent of better photoathodes does not inrease dramat-4



ially the trigger rate, we an expet MEMPHYS performanes be at least as good asSuper-Kamiokande. A GEANT4 based Monte Carlo is under development to quantify thee�etive gain. Priewise, eah 20" PMT osting 2500 Euros is replaed by 2 12" PMT'sosting 800 Euros eah. The only aveat is to make sure that the savings on PMT's arenot anelled by the doubling of eletroni hannels. An R&D on eletronis integrationis presently underway (see Se. 1.5).1.4 Photomultiplier testsA joint R&D program between Photonis ompany and Frenh laboratories has beenlaunhed to test the quality of the 12" PMTs in the foreseen onditions of deep waterdepth, and to make a realisti market model for the prodution of about 250,000 PMTsthat would be neessary to get the 30% geometrial overage.In parallel, studies on new photo-sensors have been launhed. The aim is to redueost, while improving prodution rate and performane, as it is essential to ahieve thelong term stability and reliability whih is proven for PMTs. Hybrid photosensors (HPD)ould be a solution : the priniple has been proven by ICRR and Hamamatsu with a5" HPD prototype. Suessful results from tests of an 13" prototype operated with 12kV are now available, showing a 3 · 104 gain, good single photon sensitivity, 0.8 ns timeresolution and a satisfatory gain and timing uniformity over the photo-athode area. Thedevelopment of HPD has also been initiated in Europe, in ollaboration with Photonis.1.5 Smart-photodetetor eletronisThe overage of large areas (around 17,500 m2 for MEMPHYS) with photodetetors atlowest ost implies a readout integrated eletronis iruit (alled ASIC). This makesit possible to integrate: high-speed disriminator on the single photoeletron (pe), thedigitisation of the harge on 12 bits ADC to provide numerial signals on a large dynamialrange (200 pe), the digitisation of time on 12 bits TDC to provide time information witha preision of 1 ns, and hannel-to-hannel gain adjustment to homogenize the response ofthe photomultipliers and to thus use a ommon high voltage. Suh an ASIC for readouteletronis allows moreover a strong redution of the osts, as well as external omponents(high-voltage units, ables of great quality...) sine the eletronis and the High Voltagemay be put as lose as possible to the PMTs and the generated numerial signals arediretly usable by trigger logial units and the data aquisition omputers (Fig. 3).The main di�ulty in assoiating very fast analog eletronis and digitization on abroad dynami range does not make it possible yet to integrate all these funtions in onlyone integrated iruit, but ertain parts were already developed separately as for examplein the OPERA Read Out Channel [4℄ (Fig. 4). The evolution of integrated tehnologies,in partiular BiCMOS SiGe 0.35µm, now make it possible to onsider suh iruits andhas triggered a new ampaign of researh and development.
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Figure 3: Sketh of a possible photo-sensor basi module omposed of a ma-trix of 4 × 4 12" PMTs with the ele-troni box ontaining the High Voltageunit and the Readout hip.
Figure 4: Sketh of the existingRead Out eletronis developed for theOPERA Target Traker and that is in-tented to be extended for MEMPHYS byintegrating the ADC and TDC.
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